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About Us

01
Amp U is a full-service talent 

development and brand 
management company dedicated 
to launching artist’s careers since 

2009. 



Jake McKim Olivia 
Norman

Neeki Bey
Co-Founder

Our team

Co-Founder

Alton 
Hawthorne

Brenna
Moses

with over 20+ years of industry experience, the Amp U team 

assists artists in navigating the ins and outs of brand 

development and marketplace visibility.
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Our Services

Spotify

Instagram

Youtube

PR

Tiktok



10,000 streams
$1,250

Spotify

20,000 streams
$1,500

50,000 streams
$2,250

75,000 streams
$3,000

100,000 streams
$3,250

30,000 streams
$1,750

Our Spotify Playlisting Team offers packages that come with a money back guarantee, which 
differentiates Us from Our competitors. We have the ability to guarantee up to 3M streams in 14 
weeks through a network of over 1,000 user generated playlists, that we manage and maintain. 

While we guarantee plays, we’re more focused on increasing the artist's engagement (saves, skip 
and replay) in order to give the artist the opportunity to be included in Spotify's wider editorial 

playlists.

500,000 streams
$11,000

750,000 streams
*Inquire within for pricing

1,000,000 streams
*Inquire within for pricing



According to Spotify, "As of December 31, 2017,
User generated playlists accounted for 
approximately 36% of our monthly content hours" 
and “generate more than 500 million streams daily".

User Generated Playlists
Driving legitimate consumption and discovery 

are key to inclusion for Spotify's editorial 
playlists.

29,576 followers



YouTube

50,000 VIEWS

$800

500,000 VIEWS

$2,000
750,000 VIEWS

$2,500
1,000,000 VIEWS

$3,000

100,000 VIEWS

$1,000

Reach levels of views that are difficult to obtain on your own. 

Our in-house YouTube promotion team utilizes strategic, demographic 
specific ad placements to target your fans. Our digital focus groups also 
build a foundation of engagement with guaranteed likes and comments 

on our higher-tiered campaigns.

25,000 VIEWS

$600



Instagram & TikTok
Instagram

Amp U uses the most effective social media 
marketing methods to develop your 
Instagram profile and page. Pitch and 

monetize your Instagram while you build 
and engage with fans and brands specific 

to you.

TikTok

Amp u connects artists and brands with 
influencers and pages with millions of 

impressions through our internal 
resources that we’ve built working with 

major artists like The Weeknd, and companies 
like Atlantic, Sony and Interscope.

Inquire Within for pricing



Public Relations

Amp U will Submit Your music or video 
content to popular blogs for your 
genre/style, and garner traditional 

press including press releases, TV, 
podcasts, & print.

Inquire Within for Pricing
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Case Studies



Halston Dare - 1,027,092 Streams

TJ Boyce - 1,045,131 Streams

Spotify



Andersen Hugh - 111,011 Views

John Holiday - 102,864 Views

YouTube



Instagram

1,100 AVG Likes / 54+ AvG Comments

Carley Bearden - 23.3k+ Followers

11,000+ Views / 1,000+ Likes

Coline Creuzot - 44.1K+ Followers



TikTok

8 Total Creators
9MM+ Views / 1mM+ Likes

Jaida Aneese- 232.6k Followers

4MM+ Total Likes

The Weeknd - Blinding Lights Campaign



Our Clients



Proprietary and confidential rights: This document contains confidential and proprietary information belonging to  Amp U Music LLC. By receiving this document, you agree not to disclose, duplicate, distribute, 
publish or execute, in whole or in part, any of the materials, case studies, and playlists herein without the prior written consent of Amp U Music, LLC.
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